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Knowledge of the environment in which animals operate and the sensory processing

demands that mediate behavior in an ecological context are crucial for understanding

animal communication systems. Understanding how environmental factors constrain

communication strategies requires quantifying both the signal and noise in detail, as has

been demonstrated in studies of acoustic and color signals for some time. However,

comparable investigations of movement-based animal signals and the signaling

environment is limited. There is now growing evidence that the dynamics of motion

noise, in the form of wind-blown plant-movement, are a major sensory constraint for

movement-based signals. However, progress has been limited as traditional techniques

for understanding the ecological constraints on movement-based signals have proven

insufficient. Our study utilized an innovative approach to quantify motion ecology by

simulating a signaling animal in a natural habitat using highly realistic 3D animations,

which afforded us unprecedented control over the signal and the circumstances in which

signaling takes place. Using the Jacky dragon Amphibolurus muricatus as a model

species, we quantified the efficacy of signal in noise under different combinations of

wind and light environments, and quantified the potential benefit of signaling faster, or in

different orientations relative to the background. We also examined signal performance

as a function of varying receiver operating characteristics. Our results suggest that

prevailing environmental conditions at the time of signaling do indeed affect the efficacy of

movement-based signals, with wind and light levels interacting to influence efficacy. We

found that faster speeds and selecting particular orientations can be beneficial, but signal

efficacy comes down to the interaction between wind conditions, the light environment,

signaler orientation, and thresholds for receiver responses.

Keywords: animal communication, background noise, movement-based signal, visual saliency, signal evolution,
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INTRODUCTION

The remarkable diversity of animal communication systems is
a function of the complex interaction between social context,
receiver sensory systems, and the signaling environment (Ryan
et al., 1990; Endler, 1992; Ord et al., 2002). The sensory drive
model of signal evolution suggests that the structure of the most
effective signal is strongly influenced by habitat characteristics,
promoting signal diversity as a consequence of niche selection
by species and populations (Endler, 1992; Leal and Fleishman,
2003). For instance, the song structure of great tits (Parus major)
varies between forest and open woodlands (Hunter and Krebs,
1979), allopatric populations of cricket frogs (Acris crepitans)
produce different calling structures between pine wood and open
grasslands (Ryan et al., 1990), and similarly, the divergence
in vibrational signals produced by insects varies due to host
plant selection (Cocroft and Rodriguez, 2005). The sensory
drive model also highlights the role of receiver sensory systems.
An effective signal must stimulate the sensory system of an
intended receiver after it travels through often ecologically-
complex environments (Endler, 1992). During transmission,
signals inevitably degrade due to attenuation, diffraction, pattern
loss, and other distorting effects of the transmission properties
of the environment (Morton, 1975; Lythgoe, 1979; Endler, 1990,
1992). Therefore, it makes sense that natural selection will favor
signaling behavior that maximizes signaling efficacy (Endler,
1992, 1993a; Fleishman, 1992), such that the specific transmission
properties of different habitats determine the optimal structure of
a signal (Wiley and Richards, 1983).

Another important constraint on effective communication is

irrelevant sensory stimulations in the same modality (Fleishman,
1986; Brumm and Slabbekoorn, 2005; Witte et al., 2005). In
order for a signal to be effective, intended receivers need to

be able to distinguish it from competing stimulations from
within the habitat that might interfere with reliable detection and
processing by receivers (Endler, 1992; Fleishman, 1992). These
irrelevant stimulations might have biotic or abiotic origins and
can be broadly classed as environmental noise. The masking
effects of environmental noise have been demonstrated widely
in many signaling modalities including acoustic (Lengagne and
Slater, 2002), seismic (Narins, 1990), chemosensory (Atema,
1995), electrical (Gabbiani et al., 1996), and visual signals
(Fleishman and Persons, 2001; Peters et al., 2007). Variation in
the ambient noise spectra across habitats can lead to divergence
in signal structure (Slabbekoorn and Smith, 2002), while spectral
characteristics of the relative light environments are suggested
to contribute to divergence in reflectance patterns of different
populations (Mccoy et al., 1997). However, the environmental
conditions in which animals communicate are not constant,
and the structure of a given habitat will affect moment-to-
moment variation in signaling conditions (Fleishman, 1986;
Peters, 2008). Therefore, to convey information effectively,
animals may adjust signal structure or behavior, such as the
timing of signaling in the presence of sympatric congeners
(Greenfield, 1988), increase amplitude or intensity of the signal
at times of increased environmental noise (Cynx et al., 1998;
Ord et al., 2007) or change visual angle to enhance detectability

of visual signals (Klomp et al., 2017). Therefore, understanding
habitat structure and environmental conditions at the time of
signaling is of fundamental importance to explain signal design
and to identify the neural processing strategies that are used to
detect these signals.

There is now growing interest in the role of habitat
characteristics for visual signals, as visual signals are one of
the most salient features in the animal kingdom and are
taxonomically wide-spread, frommammals (Rundus et al., 2007)
and reptiles (Ramos and Peters, 2016) to invertebrates (Elias et al.,
2006). The detectability of visual signals is partly determined by
the environment in which the signal is emitted (Endler, 1992) and
the efficacy of the signal is influenced by different environmental
conditions, such as light intensity or visual noise (e.g., windblown
vegetation). For instance, some bird species have been shown to
adjust their body orientation or selectively display in sunlight to
increase iridescent coloration of their feathers (Bortolotti et al.,
2011; Sicsu et al., 2013) or choose specific lekking positions
to make best use of the light available in the environment
(Endler and Thery, 1996). More recently, gliding lizards (Draco
sumatranus) were shown to orientate themselves relative to
the position of the sun to enhance their social displays to
conspecifics (Klomp et al., 2017). While the effect of light
environments is well-established in respect to color-based visual
signals, whether and how it is relevant to motion based visual
signals has been under-appreciated. The relevance of the light
environment includes variation in light intensity (Endler, 1993b)
and dappled light effects, which are a consequence of light
passing through foliage. Foliage shadows cast onto substrates,
swaying naturally with the wind, are an additional source of
motion noise. Furthermore, the distracting effect of this noise
might vary dynamically as light intensity varies. Variation in
intensity might occur over a relatively short time period due
to the influence of cloud cover, or over a long time period
as a consequence of the position of the sun in the sky. The
consequence of these variations is to alter the luminance profile
of the scene, including themagnitude of changes from low to high
contrast. This is relevant because the perception of motion by
biological vision systems requires luminance information from
the scene (Cropper and Wuerger, 2005), and plays an important
role in grouping individual perceptual objects to facilitate the
segmenting of scenes into distinct figures (Leonards and Singer,
1998). Therefore, we speculate that the luminance profile of the
scene will impact the figure-ground segmentation mechanisms
involved in detecting relevant movement-based visual signals
of animals.

The main source of noise for motion signals is the physical
movements of wind-blown plants (Fleishman, 1986; Ord et al.,
2007; Peters et al., 2007). Fleishman (1986) was the first to
experimentally address the potential masking effect of plant
motion, showing that the responses of lizards to the salient
movement of territorial displays was hindered by plant motion
in the background. Using Fourier analysis to characterize the
movement of single blades of grass, he subsequently showed
that plant motion varied as a function of species and the
prevailing wind conditions (Fleishman, 1988a). Several studies
have extended Fleishman’s early work by analyzing the motion of
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whole plants (Peters and Evans, 2003) and microhabitats (Peters
et al., 2008; Fleishman and Pallus, 2010) using computational
motion analysis.

However, movement-based animal signals and the plant
environments they inhabit are particularly difficult to quantify
in detail. The seemingly simple movements of plants in fact
represents one of the most complex features of the environment.
As the geometry of plants varies from one to another, the
physical response to wind will likely be different even within
the same species, while the topography of individual habitats
will affect the plants’ relative exposure to wind (Hannah et al.,
1995). Different microhabitats are thus likely to reflect distinct
“image motion environments” (Peters, 2013). Therefore, the first
question guiding the present study was: how does variation in
environmental conditions constrain the efficacy of a movement-
based signal?Although we only have limited understanding of the
sensory constraints plant-motion noise have onmovement-based
signals, the importance of such constraints is evident by watching
the animals themselves. Multiple species of lizard have been
shown to adjust their motion signaling strategies to compensate
for the masking effect of plant motion (Ord et al., 2007; Peters
et al., 2007; Ord and Stamps, 2008). For instance, the Australian
Jacky dragon Amphibolurus muricatus prolongs introductory
tail-flicking during their territorial displays in response to greater
plant motion in the habitat (Peters et al., 2007), and male Anolis
lizards were shown to include rapid body movements to enhance
signal intensity in noisy environments (Ord and Stamps, 2008).
While increasing the duration and speed of the display are known
to be strategies that lizards use, which we infer enhances signal
efficacy, changes in signal orientation might also have an effect
onmovement-based signals, as they seemingly do for color-based
signals (Klomp et al., 2017). The detection of visual signals is
highly dependent on viewer orientation. Indeed studies of visual
color signals indicated that the detection of a signal is influenced
by both visual angle (Giurfa et al., 1996) and distance (de Ibarra
et al., 2001). With this in mind, we suspect that orientation
relative to surrounding plant motion in the environment might
also be relevant for the efficacy of movement-based signals.
Therefore, the second question we address herein is: how effective
at improving signal efficacy are adjustments in signaling speed and
changing signaling orientation?

In order to address our questions above, we need to be able
to assess the efficacy of movement-based signals in a variety
of contexts. However, simultaneous measurements of plant
movements, microhabitat structure, environmental variables
and animal signals are technically challenging, and obtaining
sufficient variation in the parameters of interest is impractical
in nature. Instead, we recently argued that these questions
could be approached using simulated natural environments
using 3D animation, and demonstrated the potential utility of
sophisticated 3D animation models as a tool for exploring the
evolutionary constraints on movement-based signals (Bian et al.,
2018). While it is crucial that the simulations created are based
on data from real environments (Chouinard-Thuly et al., 2017),
the ability to faithfully simulate lighting, shadows, geometry,
motion, and time-based transitions within animations provides
us with powerful tools to generate realistic environmental

changes. Our strategy for building the 3D simulations makes
use of real data on the signaling dynamics of lizards, and the
environments in which they are generated. The end results are
sophisticated animations with all parameters under our direct
control (see Bian et al., 2018 for details). The selective agents for
assessing signal effectiveness in this study are not real lizards,
but computational models of visual selective attention. We
employed the saliency-based computational model described
by Itti et al. (1998) that predicts areas of a scene that captures
attention. Saliency analysis models selective attention to objects
by scanning a saliency map computed from local feature
contrasts, including motion (Harel et al., 2007; Pike, 2018). By
focusing on local features, like contrast, color, and motion, such
models are considered to be adopting a bottom-up approach.
We utilized the same computational approach to assessing the
relative efficacy of animal motion signals in the present study
and we describe our result in terms of signal efficacy, but in so
doing do not dismiss the complexity involved in visual attention
of natural scenes. As pointed out by Tatler et al. (2011), image
saliency can explain certain aspects of visual attention, but
explanatory power is limited because of several key assumptions
inherent to saliency analysis, such as relying on simple features
and bottom-up selection, as well as ignoring characteristics
of visual systems that result in non-uniform sampling
of scenes.

Natural environments are full of stochastic events, but only
a small proportion of movement is relevant to animal receivers.
The sensory and brain properties of receivers operate to filter
out much of the seemingly irrelevant sensory stimulation (Eckert
and Zeil, 2001). Furthermore, selective attention to a specific
event, such as movement-based animal signals, results from a
complex interaction between the observer’s sensory capability,
the specific context and potential payoffs of responding or not
responding, past learning ability, and other visual distractions
that might occur at the time of visual searching (Chapman and
Underwood, 1998; Land et al., 1999; Kuhn and Tatler, 2005). As
such, the same signal, under the same environmental conditions,
might not attract the attention of every potential receiver, or
might not always attract the attention of the same receiver at
different times. As suggested by signal detection theory, it is
useful to consider the process of attentional capture as utilizing
a threshold for response, which influences the probability of
correctly detecting a signal (success), missing a signal that was
present (miss), responding when a signal was not present (false
alarm), or correctly rejecting sensory stimulation in the absence
of a signal (see Wiley, 2006, 2013, 2015 for application of signal
detection theory to animal communication). Consequently, in
order to quantify the efficacy of a given signal in noise in the
present study, we have incorporated into our analysis variation in
receiver thresholds. We operationally define low threshold values
to represent receivers that are relatively non-discriminating in
the cues that might attract attention, while high threshold values
to represent receivers that will only attend to specific, highly
salient cues. By incorporating variation in receiver thresholds,
we considered whether signals are robust to variation in the
operating characteristics of receivers (Swets, 1973) as well as in
the environmental or ecological context we specify.
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The model system chosen to address our questions of interest
was the Australian Jacky dragon (A. muricatus), which can be
found in a variety of habitats including coastal heath, rocky
outcrops and dry woodlands. Coastal heath environments mask
the movement-based signals of these lizards to a greater extent
compared with rock or woodland habitats (Ramos and Peters,
2017), and was selected to be the environmental setting for
our animations. Created using real-world data, we used the
animation environment to address our questions of interest. To
consider how variation in environmental conditions constrains
the efficacy of a movement-based signal, we generated 100
animations in which we systematically manipulated the wind
(plant movements) and light conditions, while holding the
structure of the signal and the position of the receiver constant.
To determine whether behavioral strategies might be able to
mitigate the masking effect of environmental conditions, we held
environmental variables and receiver position constant and, in
separate sets of simulations, adjusted the speed of movement and
varied the orientation of the signaler. Based on previous studies,
we predicted that increased wind conditions will reduce signal
efficacy (Fleishman, 1986; Ord et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2007;
Ord and Stamps, 2008). The effect of the light environment on
movement-based signaling has not been investigated previously,
but given its relevance for motion vision systems we anticipate
it will have a mediating effect. We also anticipated benefits
to increasing signaling speed (following Ord et al., 2007) and
speculated that signal efficacy would also be affected by changing
orientation of the signaler.

METHODS

Computer animation is an innovative approach to understand
the sensory constraints inherent to dynamic environments (Bian
et al., 2018). The ability of animation to faithfully simulate
lighting, shadows, color, geometry, motion, and time-based
transitions has made it a valuable tool in medical imaging,
engineering, geophysics, and plant biology (Shinya and Fournier,
1992; Stam, 1997; Sakaguchi and Ohya, 1999; Ota et al., 2004;
Wong and Datta, 2004; Akagi and Kitajima, 2006; Zhang et al.,
2007; Habel et al., 2009; Khorloo et al., 2011). Using data from
habitat surveys and video of the Jacky dragon’s (A. muricatus)
motion signaling sequence, we reconstructed the animal and its
microhabitat using realistic 3D models in Maya©2015 (see Bian
et al., 2018). We created three sets of simulations to address our
research questions: manipulations of wind and light conditions,
changing the speed of the signal, and varying the orientation of
the signaler. Rendered videos of these simulations were analyzed
using saliency models of selective attention in order to predict
motion signal efficacy under a variety of contexts.

Creating 3D Lizard Model and Microhabitat
We provide here a quick overview of the construction process
for 3D animation; see Bian et al. (2018) for detailed descriptions.
The territorial displays of Jacky dragons were filmed in the field
using a dual camera system (see Ramos and Peters, 2017), and
one display was selected as representative of the set. Using a free
Matlab (Mathworks Inc) toolbox (Hedrick, 2008), we digitized

the position of multiple body parts throughout the sequence and
reconstructed the signaling motion in 3D (see Bian et al., 2016;
Peters et al., 2016 for applications of this technique). To begin
creating the 3D animation, we built the lizard model using a
subdivision-modeling technique, which involves sculpturing and
texturing the model using real morphological measurements and
photographs of skin textures. After building the model, we added
a virtual skeleton that allows precise control of movement of
the whole model and its parts. The lizard’s signaling behavior
was animated using a key-frame technique, where the position
data from a frame-by-frame analysis of field recordings of the
display were used to set the coordinates for each part of the body
at relevant frames throughout the sequence. We finished with a
display sequence to match our model species that comprises four
distinct components including introductory tail-flicking followed
by limb-waving, push-ups and whole-body movements.

Jacky dragons inhabit woodlands and coastal heath of
southeast Australia and are often seen perched on fallen
timber (Cogger, 1978). The habitat we created contains relevant
features rather than a specific habitat (Figure 1). Landscape
topography and plant models were created using the same
method as the lizard model and were integrated with an
inbuilt Maya script that provides physically accurate and realistic
plant movements (Akagi and Kitajima, 2006). With the ground
landscape completed, lighting and shadows were added to the
scene. A single directional light was added to simulate the sun and
thereby create naturally overcasting shadows from rocks, logs,
and plants. The position and scale of lights was controlled using
transformation tools within Maya.

Changing Environmental Variables
Manipulations of Wind and Light
To test whether motion signal efficacy is influenced by prevailing
environmental conditions, we varied the wind and light
conditions systematically while keeping the signaling sequence
constant. Our manipulation of light levels was not simply to
adjust intensity values uniformly across the scene, but to alter
the strength and range of dappled lighting surrounding the
lizard (Figure 2A, top). This was done by adding a directional
light integrated with a sequence of black and white moving
foliage photographs as textures to create the effect of dappled
light casting shadows onto surrounding objects. The outcome of
these manipulations was to change the luminance profile of the
scene, from relatively flat to strongly jagged luminance profiles
(Figure 2A, bottom). For the remainder of the paper, we refer
to differences in luminance between versions of our animations.
It is important to note, however, that luminance is a function of
light intensity, the reflective properties of the object and the angle
of view.

In our manipulation of plant motion under wind, we
systematically increased the extent of plant motion noise
across the scene (Figure 2B). Plant models were integrated
and controlled with an inbuilt script in Maya that guides
plant movement based on physically accurate equations. We
obtained the desired properties by manually adjusting the
controllers for each plant, rendering animations of the scene and
analyzing them using computational motion analysis techniques
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FIGURE 1 | (a) Representative habitat of Jacky dragons Amphibolurus muricatus along the south-east coast of Australia, and (b) a basking adult Jacky dragon.

(c) Rendered frame of the 3D animation environment showing the simulated habitat and lizard.

(see Peters et al., 2002). The end result was a unique set of
10 values for each plant that generated increasing levels of
motion noise across the scene, albeit in a non-linear manner
(Figure 2B). One hundred animation sequences were created
from the factorial combination of 10 light levels and 10
wind conditions. An additional sequence was created featuring
the displaying lizard in the absence of plant movement and
featuring a flat luminance profile. This sequence provided a
baseline against which the other sequences were compared, as
explained below. All sequences were rendered with the lizard
orientated sideways to the camera and exported as images (720
× 576 pixels) and composed into 8 second videos (200 frames
at 25 frames/s).

Behavioral Strategies
Behavioral adjustments are well-documented in animals utilizing
acoustic signals to enhance signal efficacy (reviewed in Brumm
and Slabbekoorn, 2005). Animals are shown to increase the
amplitude or intensity of their acoustic signals at times of
increased environmental noise (Cynx et al., 1998; Brumm,
2004; Patricelli and Blickley, 2006). Similarly, animals using
movement-based signals have been shown to increase signaling
speed to overcome increased motion noise (e.g., Anolis lizards,
Ord et al., 2007), and previous work on related species has

shown that the detection of oscillating lures against a moving
background is facilitated when the lure oscillates at higher
frequencies (Fleishman, 1986). Interestingly, Peters et al. (2007)
found that A. muricatus tailors its motion signal strategy not by
increasing signal speed but the duration of the introductory tail
flick under high levels of motion noise in the environment, and
the angular speed of the tail flick did not differ between calm and
windy conditions. However, if we could increase the signaling
speed of the animal, would it help to facilitate signal efficacy in
A. muricatus?

Increasing Signaling Speed
The first set of simulations indicated that moderate wind and
scenes with a moderately jagged luminance profile affect signal
efficacy. To explore whether increasing signaling speed would
improve this outcome, we selected one sequence featuring the
lizard orientated sideways to the camera under moderate wind
and a moderately jagged luminance profile to represent “normal”
signal speed. We then created two new animations in which we
increased the signaling speed to both 1.5 and 2 times faster than
that of the normal sequence. To achieve this, we compressed
the total number of frames (n = 160) featuring lizard signaling
movements to 120 frames (fast speed) and 80 frames (faster
speed) respectively, while retaining the same sequence and
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FIGURE 2 | The animation environment enables control of light and wind-induced plant motion. (A) Representative frames for varying light conditions (levels 1, 4, and

7). Below each image is the horizontal luminance profile, corresponding to the position of the arrow in each frame. The luminance value is represented here by

intensity values in the range [0–255] following grayscale conversion in Matlab. (B) Animation sequences featuring plant motion in the absence of lizard movements

were analyzed using computational motion analysis (Peters et al., 2002). The resulting speed data for each frame was extracted and combined (ignoring time). We

calculated kernel density estimates of these speeds using the ksdensity function in Matlab to generate a vector of relative probability of different image motion speeds

(probability density). The probability density is plotted separately for all ten animation sequences (different line colors). Inset: Enlargement of the fast speed end of the

distribution highlights the non-liner change across the set of animations.

amplitude of movements. Importantly, our manipulations of the
timing of lizard movements has no effect on plant movements
as all objects in the scene (lizard, plants etc.) are controlled
independently. However, shorter signal durationsmean the lizard
movements will be viewed against only a small time window of
plant movement relative to the normal sequence. To account
for this, we created multiple replicates of each, shifting the
starting position of the signal sequence by 10 frame increments

(0.4 s in duration) within the animation to make sure that
the signal overlaps with all background noise of the original
sequence. This generated five and nine sequences for the fast and
faster sequences, respectively (Figure 3).We also created separate
baseline sequences for the fast and faster sequences, featuring no
plant motion and a relatively flat luminance profile. All sequences
were exported as images (720× 576 pixels) and composed into 8
second videos (200 frames at 25 frames/s).
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FIGURE 3 | In order to investigate the potential benefit of signaling faster, we compressed the number of frames in the normal speed sequence to represent

sequences (A) 1.5 × (fast) and (B) 2.0 × (faster) the normal speed. Importantly, the sequence and amplitude of movements is the same for each speed, and the

process of changing the time-frame over which lizard displays occurs has no effect on other components in the animation, including plant movements. The fast and

faster display sequences were completed in a shorter time frame than the normal sequence and therefore seen against different plant motion conditions. To account

for this potential source of variation, we created multiple versions of each to ensure the new signal overlaps with all of the background noise of the normal sequence.

This was achieved by shifting the starting point by increments of 10 frames (0.4 s), resulting in five and nine sequences for fast (A) and faster (B) lizard display speeds.

Changing Signaler Orientation
As the movement-based signals of Jacky dragons sweep 3D space,
viewing angle is likely to impact which parts of the moving
animal will be seen by the receiver. To explore whether this
affects the efficacy of the signal, we created five sequences in
which the orientation of the lizard relative to the background
varied so as to be viewed from the front, side, angled left
and right, and from behind (back; Figure 4a). The position of
the camera remained the same as in all previous animations,
and consequently the plant background was also unchanged.
In this way we could compare the signal efficacy of different
body orientations against the same motion background; the
alternative of moving the camera around the lizard would have
simultaneously changed the background as well (Figures 4b–d,
see also Ramos and Peters, 2017). We created 10 animations

for each body orientation featuring the factorial combination of
three levels of wind and light, plus a baseline sequence with no

plant motion. All sequences were exported as images (720× 576)

and composed into 8 s videos (200 frames at 25 frames/s).

Sequence Analysis: Salience of
Lizard Displays
Our analytical approach to determining the efficacy of lizard
displays in noise is summarized in Figure 5 and was undertaken
in Matlab (Mathworks Inc). Animation sequences were analyzed
frame-by-frame (Figure 5A) to determine relative salience across
the scene. We employed a saliency-driven computational model
described by Itti et al. (1998) that involves scanning of local
features such as contrast and motion to produce a saliency map
for a given scene. The saliency map uses the computed values
from local features as well as global information to generate a
prediction on salient areas of the scene (Harel et al., 2007) in
the range [0,1], with higher values representing the more salient
areas (Figure 5C). Using the relevant baseline sequence for the
animation in question, we computed a binary mask that specified
where lizard movement is taking place within the scene. This was
obtained by computing image motion in the baseline sequence,
which contains only lizard display movements, using a gradient
detector model (Peters et al., 2002) and thresholding the output
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FIGURE 4 | We manipulated the position of the lizard in the scene to examine whether signal effectiveness is mediated by signaler orientation. (a) Five different

orientations were considered: front-on, side-on, angled left, angled right and from behind (back), respectively, from left to right. (b) We chose to change the orientation

of the signaler rather than position of the viewer (camera position) as the latter includes concomitant changes in the background. For example, differences in signal

effectiveness between the lizard in (b) and (c) under identical plant movements is attributable to the change in signaler orientation. However, the effect of changing

orientation when comparing (b) and (d) is confounded by the very different plant movement backgrounds.

such that all movement above 0.5 pixels was set to 1 (Figure 5D;
image size is 720 × 576 pixels). Multiplying the salience score
with the binary mask retained only the salience scores for lizard
display movement in the scene (Figure 5E). This was repeated
for all frames in the sequence to yield a vector of relative salience
for each frame in the sequence (Figure 5F). We summarize
these data further to determine the proportion of the sequence
that exceeded a threshold value (dashed line in Figure 5F).
For most analyses, we varied the value for this threshold
by increments of 0.001 to provide a final estimate for the
proportion of a given sequence as a function of the threshold for
response (Figure 5G).

RESULTS

Changing Environmental Variables:
Manipulations of Wind and Light
We tested the effect of environmental variables on signal
efficacy by systematically varying wind and light conditions
and computed the proportion of each sequence that exceeded
a specified threshold value as a proxy for signal efficacy.
Performance was subtly dependent on the interaction between
prevailing wind conditions, the luminance profile, and receiver
response thresholds. We summarize the results in Figure 6,
focusing on three receiver thresholds. In general, performance
declined as receivers became more discriminating (comparing
across surface plots) and as prevailing wind and concomitant

plant motion increased (arrow a in center plot). Rapid
reductions in performance were apparent in the mid-range
of wind speeds before performance flattens out. Performance
improved to some degree with increased visual contrast
due to changing luminance profiles in the scene (arrow b
in center plot). This was particularly clear for moderately
discriminating receivers; less discriminating receivers showed
a rapid increase before it plateaus (values are close to 1),
and highly discriminating receivers exhibited only a subtle
increase. However, these outcomes were at low to moderate
wind levels.

Interestingly, when receivers are non-discriminating, and the

luminance profile is flat, an increase in prevailing wind actually
led to an improvement in performance (Figure 6, arrow c).

We explored this further by examining the proportion above
threshold as a function of changing thresholds, separating out
the tail-flick and the rest of the display, for three levels each
of wind and light conditions (Figure 7A). The beneficial effect
of increased wind speed in this light environment is apparent
for both the tail-flick component and the rest of the display
(Figure 7A). Furthermore, it seems that this result is driven
mostly by poor performance of both components of the signal in
a scene with flatter luminance profiles and low wind conditions,
as the same movement in the same wind conditions shows vast
improvements when the luminance profile of the scene becomes
more jagged (black line shifted to the right in middle and right
sections under low luminance contrast in Figure 7A).
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FIGURE 5 | A schematic representation of our analytical approach to

quantifying effectiveness of lizard displays in the animation sequences we

created. Frames from the animation sequence (A) are analyzed using saliency

analysis (B; see text for details) to yield a salience score in the range [0,1] for all

(Continued)

FIGURE 5 | areas of the frame (C). These scores are multiplied by a binary

mask (D), which is derived separately and indicates where signal occurs [1] or

does not occur [0]. This limits scores to areas of lizard display movement (E).

The maximum value in this restricted set of salience scores represents the

score for the respective frame in the sequence (F). The attention of receivers is

predicted if the score exceeds a particular threshold; however, as explained in

the text, we do not assume a single threshold for response. Rather we

determine the (G) proportion of the sequence that exceeds a given threshold

as a function of different threshold values.

Increasing Signaling Speed
To determine whether increasing signaling speed could improve
signal efficacy, we produced two series of animations featuring
the model lizard signaling at a fast (150%) and faster (200%)
speed, using moderate wind conditions and a moderately
jagged luminance profile. Figure 8A presents the proportion
of sequence duration above threshold as a function of varying
threshold levels for the original speed and the set of sequences
exhibiting fast and faster speeds. In general, the data do not
indicate an improvement when the original sequence duration
is considered (8 s). There is, however, a slight improvement
in performance for faster sequences relative to the normal
speed over medium to high response thresholds (Figure 8A
inset). Once again, sequences featuring faster movements were
most effective under moderate to high receiver thresholds.
We explored these data further by separating out the tail
flick component and the rest of the display, and computed
mean salience scores for the lizard movements (Figure 9). Fast
and faster tail movements show modest improvement on the
normal speed and were quite uniform across the range of
backgrounds (Figure 9A). In contrast, performance by the rest
of the display was more sensitive to the particular background
against which it was viewed (Figure 9B). In Figure 8B, we use the
time in motion as the denominator for calculating proportions
rather than sequence duration. When considered in this way,
we observed a substantial improvement in performance with
increased signaling speed (Figure 8B).

Changing Signaler Orientation
The proportion of the sequence that exceeded a threshold as a
function of changing threshold in the baseline sequences is shown
in Figure 10A, separately for each of the five different signaler
orientations. For this particular display and in the absence of
noise, performance was better when the signaler was oriented
directly away from the receiver (back) or angled away (either
left or right). Viewing this sequence with the signaler-oriented
side on or facing the receiver were less effective. When we
compared the salience of the whole display (Figure 10B) with
different signal components (Figures 10C,D), the result showed
that differences in signal efficacy due to signaler orientation is
mainly driven by the tail flick component. For the non-tail-flick
component of the display, varying the orientation of the signaler
had a negligible effect on efficacy (Figure 10D).

We then considered the effect of signaler orientation when
we varied the environmental conditions and show that signaler
orientation mediates signal performance. We previously showed
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FIGURE 6 | Signal effectiveness varied as a function of prevailing wind, the luminance profile of the scene and receiver response thresholds. Surface plots show the

proportion of sequence duration that exceeds a specified threshold, as a function of wind strength and luminance contrast. Increased wind strength results in greater

plant motion noise, while higher luminance contrast accentuates areas of light and dark. Separate plots are shown for different receiver response threshold: low (0.25),

medium (0.5), and high (0.75) levels of discrimination (from left to right, respectively). The arrows labeled a, b, and c highlight the main outcomes referred to in the text:

performance declines with increased wind speed (a), performance improves at low wind speeds with increased luminance contrast (b) and at low receiver thresholds,

and flat luminance profiles, performance improves from low to moderate wind speeds (c).

that in scenes with a flat luminance profile, adding plant motion
improved performance of both the tail flick and the rest of the
display (Figure 7A). However, this applies when viewed from
the side, and is not apparent when the signaler is facing away
from the viewer (Figure 7B), and only applies to the tail flick
component when the lizard is angled to the right (Figure 7C). It
shows also that the detrimental effect of increasing plant motion
varies according to signaler orientation.

DISCUSSION

The movements of wind-blown plants are a major source
of noise for movement-based signals and only rarely have
been quantified in detail (but see Fleishman, 1986; Peters
et al., 2008; Fleishman and Pallus, 2010). Such image motion
backgrounds are likely to hinder detection of relevant visual
motion signals in animals (Fleishman, 1986) and direct the
evolution of effective communication strategies (sensu Endler,
1992). Knowledge of the environments in which animals operate
and the sensory processing demands that mediate behavior in
ecological contexts is crucial in understanding motion signal
processing (e.g., Fleishman, 1988b). Physical measurements
of plant-motion alone do not provide sufficient details for
understanding the design of movement-based signal structure
and the processing demands faced by animals. Our study presents
an innovative approach using 3D animation to quantify motion
signals and environmental characteristics simultaneously, with
the ability to systematically manipulate one or more variables.
The level of control within the animation environment gave
us the opportunity to obtain a more complete picture of
sensory constraints imposed by environmental conditions than
previously attempted, and enabled us to assess whether changes

to signal structure can be used to remain salient in different image
motion environments. Although we could have varied many
parameters relevant to the signaling context in our simulation
environment, we opted to focus on just a few parameters in
detail. The parameters that we varied in this study were shown
empirically to be relevant (plant movements, signal speed) or
that we suggested in the Introduction are relevant based on
physical principles (light environment, signaler orientation). We
discuss our results and their implications below; however, we
acknowledge from the outset that we have modeled a single lizard
display in a single habitat and thus our results are not suitable for
inferential statistics and generalizations are made with caution.
Nevertheless, our simulations break new ground for research into
themotion ecology of animals and provides novel insight that can
guide future work.

The results of the present set of simulations suggest that
environmental conditions at the time of signaling do indeed
affect signal efficacy and behavioral changes can mediate the
masking effect of environmental noise. We acknowledge that
although our agent for selection utilized well-established tools
for measuring salience of scenes (Itti et al., 1998), there are
limitations to its utility owing to inherent assumptions that
do not reflect precisely the complex interactions involved in
predicting attentional capture in natural scenes (Tatler et al.,
2011). Much criticism of this approach centers on the use of
static images, so adopting a model that incorporates dynamic
information (Harel et al., 2007) at the feature layer is a step
in the right direction, as well as being integral to our research
question. Nevertheless, the set of animations we have created
can be reanalyzed with different analytical approaches, which we
are currently investigating. For example, incorporating top-down
guidance as to where conspecifics are most likely to be located
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FIGURE 7 | Signal effectiveness was influenced by signaler orientation, but was also mediated by the type of movement. Each plot shows the proportion of the lizard

display with salience scores exceeding receiver thresholds for response, presented separately for the tail flick and rest of the display for three orientations: (A) side-on,

(B) viewed from behind, (C) angled toward the right. Separate plots are shown for scenes with low (left column), moderate (middle column), and strong (right column)

luminance contrast, while in each plot, lines represent low (black), moderate (blue), and strong (red) wind conditions.

(Kanan et al., 2009) and explicitly modeling non-uniform

sampling by visual systems of natural scenes (Wischnewski et al.,

2010) will be useful extensions to the novel analysis we present

herein, but require knowledge that is not yet in hand for lizards.

Environmental Conditions Affect
Signal Efficacy
A number of previous studies have demonstrated that plant-
motion is an important sensory constraint for the reception of
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FIGURE 8 | Signaling faster improves the salience of signal movements compared with plant movements, but reduces the time-frame over which the signal can be

detected. The plots show the proportion of the lizard display with salience scores exceeding receiver thresholds for response in moderate wind (level 6) and luminance

contrast (level 4). In each plot, the normal speed sequence (black line) is compared with the set of sequences in which display speed was increased by 1.5 × (blue;

fast) and 2.0 ×(orange; faster) the normal speed. The shaded regions for the fast and faster sequences represent the minimum and maximum values for a given

threshold. (A) Data is shown using the full 8 s sequence duration, with the reduction in performance for the fastest display movements a consequence of reduced time

in motion. Despite this, the faster sequence was more effective at mid-high thresholds (see inset). (B) Data are shown as a function of time in motion and shows that

both fast and faster movements are more salient than normal speed.

FIGURE 9 | The salience scores of the tail flick component were lower than that of the rest of the display, but the rest of the display showed greater variability in

response to background conditions. Bar charts show mean salience score of (A) tail flicks and (B) the rest of the display. Data are shown for the sequence at normal

speed (N) and the set of animations at 1.5 × (top row) and 2.0 ×(bottom row) normal speed. In each plot, the normal speed sequence (N) is shown in black, with the

open circle representing the mean (± SE) of the faster speed sequences to the right.
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movement-based signals in several lizard species including A.
muricatus (Fleishman, 1986; Ord et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2007).
Similarly, our analysis showed an overall decline in signal efficacy
as we systematically increased wind strength in the simulated
environment. However, our results offer an interesting caveat
in that when receivers are less discriminating, the effect of
prevailing wind might actually facilitate segmentation depending
on the light environment and the orientation of the signaler.
This effect is not present when receivers become moderately to
highly discriminating. Likewise, the facilitating effect of increased
luminance contrast at low wind levels flattens out when receivers
are more discriminating (Figure 6).

Peters et al. (2008) has described in detail the image motion
generated by different plant communities under a range of
meteorological conditions across multiple sites. Their results
demonstrated that plant-motion varied as a function of wind
speed, plant structure and habitat topography. Fleishman and
Pallus (2010) demonstrated the importance of local conditions
for lizards when theymodeled the signal detection task of receiver
visual systems for multiple species of Anolis lizards. Changing
noise levels had a detrimental effect for only one of five species,
but the environmental conditions were moderate at worst. It
would be interesting to know whether signal performance would
be adversely affected for the other four species if noise levels
spanned a greater range of conditions, as utilized in the present
study. However, although we quantified signal performance
under an unprecedented range of environmental conditions, our
study focused on one signal in one habitat. Taking the lead from
Fleishman and Pallus (2010), we need to considermultiple signals
and multiple habitats to understand fully the environmental
constraints on motion signaling. To this end, we are in the
process of simulating multiple lizard species, which have very
distinctive motor patterns, and the different habitats they occupy.
We will then have the ability to compare signal performance
in different habitats across different environmental conditions.
More importantly, this involves “swapping” species between
habitats to examine performance in a manner that would not
be possible in nature due to government regulations preventing
translocations outside of species’ natural ranges.

Our study provides novel insights into the effect of the light
environment on the efficacy of movement-based signals. As
light passes through vegetated environments it casts shadows
and creates areas of rapid changes in light intensity. These
areas can change dynamically if the structures upon which the
shadows are cast are moving, and furthermore, if the objects
causing the shadows are themselves moving. These features of
the environment are potentially very important for movement-
based signals as the visual systems of receivers use luminance
differences to detect motion, and the perception of movement is
most reliable for areas of high-contrast. Matchette et al. (2018)
recently demonstrated that detection of a moving prey item by
human observers was more difficult when prey moved across
dynamic, dappled areas of the scene. This potential anti-predator
strategy is an option because it is a difficult visual processing
task for the receiver. Similarly, we show here that the interaction
between luminance profiles and wind-blown plants can mask a
signal, however, this time the signaler wants to be seen. This

FIGURE 10 | Signal effectiveness was mediated by signaler orientation, but

only for tail-flicking. (A) The proportion of lizard displays with salience scores

exceeding receiver thresholds for response, shown separately for five different

signaler orientations. Summed salience scores for the whole display (B), and

for the tail flick component (C) and rest of the display (D) separately. The color

scheme in (A) is the same as in (B,D).

is an underappreciated area of investigation and worthy of
further consideration. The light environment is important for
static visual signaling systems (Endler, 1993b; Endler and Thery,
1996) but the present study suggests it is also relevant in a
dynamic world.
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Behavioral Strategies Can Mediate the
Masking Effect of Environmental Noise
Adjusting behavior and the structure of signals to enhance signal
reception in “noisy” environments is widely observed in animals
across diverse taxonomic groups (Ryan et al., 1990; Ord et al.,
2007; Peters et al., 2007). In the present study, we showed
quantitatively that simple behavioral modifications can indeed
improve efficacy of movement-based signals, but whether these
are actually useful strategies is more complicated. Animals that
signal faster could enjoy efficacy benefits, and our results suggest
that doubling the speed of movement is preferable. However, it is
not clear whether such speeds are achievable in lizards, or what
the energetic demands of this extra activity might entail (Read
et al., 2013). The potential energetic demands are compounded
when we consider that these faster movements would need to
be sustained over a longer time period (Peters and Evans, 2003).
Furthermore, signaling faster over sustained periods might also
increase the risk of predation by predators that also detect the
movement (Steinberg et al., 2014). Finally, while evaluating these
extra costs, it is worth being mindful of the result that suggested
displays (excluding tail-flicks) are quite sensitive to the level of
noise at the time of signaling. In contrast, tail-flicks alone were
less sensitive to noise conditions and might be better suited to
sustained signaling (Peters et al., 2007).

Our results also show that orientation of the signaler relative
to surrounding plant-motion noise has implications for signal
efficacy (Figures 7, 10). The Jacky dragon display consists of
tail-flicks, followed by a rapid sequence of foreleg waves and
other movements centered on a push-up (Peters and Ord,
2003; Ramos and Peters, 2016). When we partitioned out the
tail-flick from the rest of the display we observed that tail
movements were susceptible to lizard orientation, but the rest
of the display was more robust to variation in orientation. This
can be explained by the nature of the two sets of movements.
Tail movements in this species occur in random directions and
can go in and out of view depending on the structure of the
environment and the presence of occluding objects. In contrast,
as the rest of the display has a far more restricted range of
movement, andmostly delivered in full view, it is relatively robust
to changes in orientation. Signaler orientation also appears to
mediate performance in noise, and there are likely to be optimal
orientations for a given movement type that might reduce the
effects of noise.

The two strategies investigated for mediating the masking
effect of plant motion thus seem to favor different components of
the display. Tail-flicks show an improvement with faster speeds,
are less susceptible to prevailing noise levels and, we suggest, are
less costly during sustained signaling; yet they are susceptible
to performance decrements due to signaler orientation. In
contrast, the rest of the display is robust to signaler orientation
and faster movements are beneficial. However, these must be
weighed up against the energetic and predation costs of such
movements, which are undetermined at this stage. How do
these data and interpretations fit with what we know about
Jacky dragon behavior? Our analysis shows that faster signaling

might be a strategy they could adopt, but it is seemingly not
what the lizards do in response to increased noise levels. Peters
et al. (2007) showed that lizards lengthened the duration of
tail flicking without changing speeds in windy conditions. They
also switched to more intermittent movements. We held this
component constant in the present analysis because we were
explicitly testing the same display in different circumstances, but
the efficacy benefit of structural variations of this kind should
be investigated.

Concluding Remarks
Our study used an innovative approach to understand the
complex effects of environmental conditions on movement-
based signal performance. We have quantified in detail an
interactive effect of changing environmental wind conditions and
varying the luminance profile of the scene. In addition to novel
insight into the role of the light environment, we also suggest
that orientation of signalers relative to the surrounding plants is
relevant, particularly for some motor patterns. Our approach to
understanding animal communication is entirely novel, and the
results herein are very informative; however, the greater benefit of
simulations like ours comes from guiding work on living animals.
On the basis of our results, we encourage others working on
motion-signaling species to take a fresh look at the circumstances
in which signaling takes place. For example, where do animals
perform their display with respect to surrounding plants and the
light environment? How do animals position themselves when
signaling and how do they adjust positions during displays? Are
there conditions in which signaling does not take place? Finally,
the present analysis suggests that signal performance is very
much a consequence of receiver thresholds for response. It is
worthwhile to know whether potential receivers of these types
of displays exhibit varying thresholds under different contexts.
For example, when foraging and seeking out the movements of
potential prey (Hoese et al., 2008), are they more, less, or equally
likely to detect a conspecific territorial display?
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